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Incidents continue to happen ... Time passes by ...      

In last couple of weeks , Barak Valley has gone through a mixed experience of happiness and 

sadness . The gloomy night of 27th May 2020 shocked us with an unexpected tragic news . 

Renowned Journalist and Social worker Pijush Das has left us all for good . His demise is a 

great loss to the valley . Pijush Das's contribution in the field of Environment oriented 

Movement in the valley will be remembered forever . Before long that we could come out of 

the trauma --- all the three districts --- Cachar , Karimganj & Hailakandi were being shocked 

again . The dreadful day of 2nd June 2020 took away 21 lives by landslides due to heavy rain 

. In medialect , probably --- 21 is mere Casuality numbers and we could mark our existence 

on the national media at the cost of these mere numbers . The accidents claim sincere 

attention . It reflects the lack of proper plans for preventing such landslides in a heavy-

rainfall-region like ours . 'Team Ishan Kotha' conveys deep condolence to all the families .      

Amidsts these sorrowful incidents , the H.S.L.C. result has incorporated some amount of 

fresh air in the gloomy atmosphere . We congratulate all the students who have succeeded in 

the examination . We also wish a prosperous future to Anisha Roy & Tasneem Barbhuiyan . 

Besides , we hope that teachers and parents of the unsuccessful students will be more 

attentive to the children . We should be extra vigilant  and caring in helping them to come out 

of this gloomy phase . Let them know that the buck does not stop with a mere H.S.L.C 

Examination . Life has something more to offer .       

In our Children's section --- we have a talk with Dipankar Sutradhar & Rahul Biswas , two 

promising students of Public Higher Secondary School , Silchar . Apart from this , in our 

audio-visual arena we have an interview with Ranjan Kanti Bhattacharjee (2nd part of the 

series on Covid19 effect) and also a musical tribute to Kazi Nazrul Islam (Islamic songs of 

Nazrul) --- in the Social-Political-Economic Overview section and Culture & Heritage 

section respectively .        

To commemorate World Environment Day , we have a write up of Dr. Parthankar Choudhury 

on the contribution of eminent environmental activists of our nation . Along with Articles by 

our Regular Contributors, a special writeup on Barak Dam by Late Pijush Das has been 

published. Also Arabinda Ray's article on Kazi Nazrul's Sylhet Tour is another special article 

along with other write-ups .        

The recent news of degradation of Assam University in the list of latest NIRF ranking was 

also unexpected . Moreover , respected Vice-Chancellor's comment on the issue has invited 

criticism from all around . As a follow up process of the development , we have included the 

opinion & counter opinions of Aritra Dhar , G.S.Assam University Student's Union & Anup 

Dhar on this matter .        

From this episode, we have included 'comment box' below every individual write up and 

audio-visuals . We hopefully look forward for your participation and comment after going 

through all the contents covering other sections . 


